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	Almost thirty years ago, Bruno Solnik published an article entitled "Why not diver.

	sify internationally rather than domestically?" in the Financial Analysts Journal

	Uuly/August 1974). At the time, US. pension funds had never invested outside of

	the United States. The situation was not very different in most other countries (except

	Britain) in which international investment by pension funds and other institutional

	investors was legally prohibited or regarded as exotic. Although European

	banks and private investors have long been international investors by cultural heritage

	as well as necessity (given the small size of most countries), institutional investors'

	guidelines often limited or prohibited international investments. Because

	institutional investors are large and sophisticated investors, their absence on the international

	scene was significant. Various forms of capital and currency controls

	constrained international investing. Few brokers or asset managers offered global

	services. Most corporations only reported annual accounts in their local language,

	and publicly available information was scarce and often unreliable. The combination

	of poor information, low expertise, stringent regulations, and high costs inhibited

	global investing. Thirty years later, the investment scene has changed dramatically.





	Back in 1974, the world stock market capitalization stood below $1 trillion.

	Since the publication of the first edition of this book in 1988, the world stock market

	capitalization has passed the $25 trillion mark. Global debt markets have developed

	and opened up to foreign investors. Derivatives markets on financial instruments

	were in their infancy in 1974, but now provide major risk management

	instruments in all countries. It is now common to see US. pension funds with 10

	percent or 20 percent of their assets invested internationally; individual investors

	have followed the trend, and the number of international mutual funds offered to

	American investors is astonishing. Non-U.S. investors hold extensive international

	investments. For example, ABP, the pension fund of Dutch civil servants and one of

	the largest in the world with total assets well over $100 billion, decided in 1989 to

	move from a purely domestic strategy to invest a growing percentage of its assets

	abroad. Dutch institutional investors now have more than 30 percent of their assets

	abroad.
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Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2007
Welcome to Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Administrator's Pocket Consultant. As the author of over 65 books, I've been writing professionally about Web publishing and Web servers since 1994. Over the years, I've written about many different Web server technologies and products, but my favorite has always...
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OpenGL ES 2 for Android: A Quick-Start Guide (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Printed in full color.

	

	Android is booming like never before, with millions of devices shipping every day. It's never been a better time to learn how to create your own 3D games and live wallpaper for Android. You'll find out all about shaders and the OpenGL pipeline, and discover the power of OpenGL ES 2.0,...
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Expert .NET Micro FrameworkApress, 2008
The Microsoft .NET Micro Framework is a small and efficient .NET runtime environment used to run managed code on devices that are too small and resource constrained for Windows CE and the Compact Framework.
Expert .NET Micro Framework will teach you everything you need to know in order to use the .NET Micro Framework to create effective...
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Clinical Neurological Examination and LocalizationSpringer, 2021

	Bedside Neurological examination is an important tool in diagnosing neurological disorders .  Despite significant advances in the investigations available for diagnosing neurological disorders bedside neurological examination remains the cornerstone in diagnosing neurological disorders and should  not only  be conducted prior...
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Yoghurt: A Global History (Edible)Reaktion Books, 2021

	Yoghurt: A Global History is a fascinating look at the rich history of yoghurt, from its earliest awakenings in Neolithic times to the modern-day culinary phenomenon it has become. The book delves into its nutritious properties, analyzes worldwide consumption, and explores the new developments in yoghurts, including non-dairy...
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Professional Android 4 Application Development (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2012

	Developers, build mobile Android apps using Android 4


	The fast-growing popularity of Android smartphones and tablets creates a huge opportunities for developers. If you're an experienced developer, you can start creating robust mobile Android apps right away with this professional guide to Android 4 application...
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